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SST TEAM

SST Mission Summary 
&

Team Introduction
On-Orbit System -- Build on surveillance technology to create a single, unique 
telescope with an estimated cost comparable to or less than the cost of either 
Hubble or the James Webb Space Telescope.

Baseline Surveillance Configuration -- 30-meter telescope consisting of 88 2-meter 
diameter free-floating Mirror Segments controlled by light pressure from nearby 
control lasers—all done with extensions of existing technology.

Risk Mitigation Plan -- Overseen largely by NASA GSFC, provides low-cost, near-
term risk reduction.   When launched, SST will be lower risk and have higher
availability (>99.5%) than any comparable large space optical system.

The SST Team -- The best space imaging team in the world, representing the key
technologies critical to the success of SST, working together on the SST concept. 
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SST TEAM Summary -- SST Is a New Systems Approach, 
based on Extensions of Existing Technology 

• SST is being designed and developed for continuous, high-resolution optical 
surveillance from GEO

– 30-meter diameter optical telescope using extensions of current technology
– 88 free-floating mirrors controlled in orbit and attitude in all 3 axes by light pressure from a 

set of Control Lasers
– Optical figure is controlled to a fraction of the wavelength of visible light 

• Total wavefront error budget for all elements of 0.1 waves at 650 nm 

• Cost and schedule for an operational surveillance system
– System is relatively near-term -- i.e., GEO demonstration mission with 10-meter diameter in 

5.5 years from ATP and 30-meter Operational System in 8.5 years from ATP
– Estimated total cost ~ $2.7 billion

• Includes NRE, ground testing, LEO Demos, GEO Demo/Back-Up mission, Operational 
System development (1 FOV), build, test, launch, ground segment, and the first year of 
operations

• SST for Science Applications
– Current system is in GEO, but Science SST could be in nearly any orbit at GEO or above
– Larger diameters clearly possible in some orbits 

• Depends on number of mirrors, fill factor required, and disturbance forces
– Using nearly all of the same components as the surveillance system, the estimated 

recurring cost for a Science telescope is less than cost of Hubble 

SST uses extensions of existing technology to provide a dramatic improvement in surveillance.
The potential exists to take advantage of this development for science missions.
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SST TEAM The SST Team:  World Leaders in Large Space 
Payloads and Innovative Mission Engineering  

Microcosm -- Prime Contractor: recognized 
leader in space mission engineering and 
space systems analysis and design.  
Microcosm works in both the traditional and 
SmallSat arenas.

ITT Industries Space Systems (formerly 
Kodak) -- Primary Mirror Segments: 
exceptional experience in large space optics 

Raytheon -- Control Lasers and laser pointing: a 
foremost supplier of space payloads and lasers

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC) -- Systems Engineering; Bus, 
Payload, and Operations Systems 
Definition: Risk Mitigation; Test Planning 
and Implementation; Launch of Test 
Missions (from WFF).  Recognized leader 
in design, engineering, test, and 
operations of large space optical systems 

Goodrich -- Optical System Lead:  world leader 
in design and manufacture of space optics; 
Xinetics/NGST sub for Secondary & Tertiary 
mirrors

Other Subcontractors
L’Garde for lightweight Sun Shades; 
L-3 Communications for IntraNet links;  
Michigan Aerospace for Docking Adapters;
Space Micro for On-Board Processing
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SST TEAM Introduction to Microcosm

• Microcosm, Inc. is a 25 year old small business
located in Hawthorne, CA

• Recognized expertise in areas critical to SST --
space mission engineering,orbit and attitude
control systems, and constellation management

• Widely known due to its technical publications
– Space Mission Analysis and Design
– Reducing Space Mission Cost
– Spacecraft Attitude Determination and Control
– Spacecraft Orbit and Attitude Systems

• These “industry handbooks” highlight Microcosm’s engineering expertise in the areas 
of mission and systems engineering and autonomous GN&C

• Microcosm initiated much of the current interest in Responsive Space
• Microcosm has also developed a number of innovative technologies

– Scorpius® ultra-low cost launch system
• Example:  1070 lbs to LEO for < $5.2 million

– Developed and flew the first ever fully autonomous on-board orbit control system (OCK), on 
UoSAT-12 in 1999 and on TacSat-2 in 2007

– Flew the first ever fully autonomous navigation system (MANS) on TAOS in 1994

The thrust of our activity is twofold — creating truly transformational systems
and technologies and processes that reduce space mission cost. 
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SST TEAM

SST System Summary
and Current Status

SST is at the pre-Phase A level with less than $3 million spent over 5 years --
nonetheless, substantial prototype hardware exists and subscale prototypes of
all key hardware and software elements can be built in the next phase.   

The SST approach replaces ultra-precise structure and elaborate deployment  
mechanisms with software and precision control of relative positions. 

Although assembled in a dramatically different way, almost all of the elements are
scaled versions of existing technology elements being built for other programs.
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SST TEAM What Can a Structureless Space Telescope 
Do For Science? 

By using current technology and building on NRE from surveillance applications, Space
Science missions can take a dramatic leap forward in the relatively near term at low cost.

• SST is far bigger than HST 
– 12 times the diameter

• Could be made much larger
– 60 times the light gathering power 

• Also could be made much greater 

• SST is upgradeable and maintainable at low cost
– HST is maintained and upgraded by manned 

Shuttle missions
• Required challenging on-orbit servicing

– SST can be maintained and upgraded for the cost
of the equipment + unmanned launches

• All systems can be replaced and upgraded 
– Primary Mirror can have more elements or a larger diameter
– Instruments can be changed
– New instruments can be added without removing the old instruments

• SST is a new approach to doing science from space -- it grows with the technology 
and with the science

– Upgraded as new technology emerges
– Upgraded in response to new insights about the Universe
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SST TEAM SST for Surveillance:  A New Approach that Provides 
Dramatic New Capabilities

Always shades Primary 
Mirror from solar pressure
and maintains darkness 
and cold temperature

SST always in view of 
ground station - no 
required autonomous 
operations

Precision control of Mirror 
Segments by light 
pressure from Control 
Lasers – very fine, very 
precise, very well known 
control force

Position control of all 
other elements by 
electric propulsion is 
not challenging

System control timing 
and “jitter” among 
elements can be 
verified by high fidelity 
simulation in next phase

SST has 10 times the resolution and 60 times the light gathering
power of the Hubble Space Telescope at comparable cost.

The SST Primary Mirror consists of 88  2-m diameter 
free-floating segments controlled by light pressure 

from 8 lasers on the corners of a virtual cube.
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SST TEAM
Optical Elements

• Lightweight, strong Primary Mirror 
Segments of the type needed for SST 
have already been built by ITT

• 12 small mirrors built & figured in 13 days 
• Principal open issue is thermal 

environment -- not a show stopper

All SST Elements Are Based 
on Near-Term or Existing Hardware

Xinetics currently building 
10,000+ mirror actuators/yr

Mirrors strong enough to 
withstand launch loads 

ITT Mirror is currently being 
tested at GSFC and on the ISS

[  ISS photo ]

• Secondary and Tertiary Mirrors (above) 
based on existing approach, but need 
testing to verify needed range of motion

• Full NASTRAN model by Xinetics will be 
authenticated by Goodrich -- shows 
performance can be achieved

• Current tooling can produce ground 
verification and GEO Demo mirrors

• Will need larger tooling for mirrors for 
the operational system

ITT Mirror Concept Design Review held 
in Feb, 2008 shows full SST mirror 
complement can be built in 18 months
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SST TEAM Other Key Technologies Are Also Based
on Existing Hardware 

1-dimensional lab model of 
Primary Mirror Magnetic 
Deployment System being 
built and tested by 
Microcosm.  (This is the 
deployment system requiring 
the highest accuracy.)

Focal Plane Array can 
be made with extensions 
of existing technology 
arrays

Principal software challenge is Primary 
Mirror Segment control

• Prototype control software has been 
developed and tested

• Have basic elements (control software 
+ configuration models that can take 
orbit/attitude input files) for initial High 
Fidelity System Simulation (right)

• Laser technology (above) currently 
being developed by Raytheon 

• Many lower power laser systems 
already flown in space

• Rapid technology advancement will 
improve life and efficiency

• Operating lifetime will effect replacement 
rates, not whether the system will work

Sun Shade basically equivalent to solar 
sails previously built by L’Garde (arrow 
points at four people in the foreground)

Metrology system under develop-
ment by Goodrich based on existing 
technology (not shown)
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SST TEAM
• GSFC Mission Design Lab has 

assessed all of the SST bus 
elements, except for the Rovers

• Detailed evaluation of all 
subsystems led to conclusions 
that all can be built with current 
technology (Rover bus simpler 
than the rest)

• Further testing needed on some 
elements, but none are critical 
to making SST succeed

GSFC Has Concluded that all of the Spacecraft Bus 
Elements Can be Built with Current Technology

Light-weight, high strength all-
composite tanks from Microcosm

L-3 Communications wireless 
IntraNet in space provides 
communications within SST 
plus 3 mm relative position 
accuracy

ATK Solar Arrays, currently 
operating on Mars on the Phoenix 
mission, provide high power in a 
compact, light-weight design

Michigan Aerospace Small Docking 
Adapter (above) has been tested by 
Microcosm aboard the NASA 0-g 
airplane (below).  [Work done on an 
unrelated contract.]
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SST TEAM
• Wavefront Error budget created by Goodrich and supported by ZEMAX optical 

analysis, Nastran models of the mirrors, and precision orbit/attitude simulations
– Error budget is tight, but has margin relative to diffraction limited performance

• ZEMAX model of optical system shows nearly diffraction-limited performance over 
20 km x 20 km field of view on the Earth

– Corresponds to 2 arc min square 

– Can cover at least 24 deg circle centered on the axis of the Primary Mirror without moving 
the Primary Mirror 

• Stray light analysis shows no direct sunlight on either the Primary Mirror or Focal 
Plane Unit under any illumination conditions

– Secondary and Tertiary Mirrors can receive direct sunlight at times, but Goodrich review 
concludes that this will not a be a performance problem for Earth viewing

– Moonlight, starlight, and other stray light also not a problem (much fainter than the image)

• Detailed orbit/attitude simulation shows that Primary Mirror Segments can be con-
tinuously kept on the parent surface to within less than 20 nanometers RMS error

– Meets optical system requirements for control

• Detailed deployment and CONOPS model has also been created

Systems Engineering Status for Surveillance SST  

SST for Science Applications will require differences in the system design and orbit,
but can still use the same methods, control approach, and physical hardware elements.   
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SST TEAM System Complexity

• SST appears to be complex (and, therefore, failure 
prone, expensive, and likely to be out of service often)

– 6 types of space elements, 126 individual units
– How can we reliably coordinate that many elements at once?

• A good analogy is an army company or a football team 
– In the movies, it’s better to have one Superman on your side
– In reality, a coordinated team is much better and far more

failure resistant (what happens if superman breaks a leg?)

• For example, consider SST’s 12 Control Laser spacecraft and 88 free floating mirrors vs. 
a single large mirror made of 88 Mirror Segments attached to a monolithic back

– For the monolithic approach, all 88 Mirror Segments must have at least 3 actuators, each of 
which is a potential single point failure for the system and every time they push or pull, the entire 
system reacts (flexible body dynamics is a major challenge for large space apertures)

• If the mirror is hit by almost any space debris, it is most likely destroyed
– For SST, each laser can push on any of the 88 Mirror Segments, the lasers are easily inter-

changeable, and only 7 are needed to remain operational -- no actuator single point failures
• If either a laser or a Mirror Segment or one of each are destroyed by debris, the system 

remains operational as though nothing happened -- GSFC calculates >99.5% availability
• Destroyed components can be replaced at any time via launch on a small launch vehicle, or 

with another payload to GEO -- maintainable at low cost
• Highly reliable, individual simple $10-million class spacecraft are regularly built 

A coordinated team of single-function spacecraft can be more robust, more reliable, lower cost,
and easier to control than a single huge spacecraft made of the lightest possible components.
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SST TEAM

• SST appears to have unacceptably high risk in technology, launch, and program 
management

• Microcosm has created a detailed Risk Mitigation Plan that identifies specific 
methods to mitigate all 3 risk areas

– Begins with a $30M, 18 month program which provides subscale demos of essentially all 
key hardware and software elements and sufficient system review to give good confidence 
in both the technology and the cost estimates

– Later activities before full-scale implementation include
• Additional ground-based and 0-g testing
• 2 LEO technology demos
• A GEO subscale demo of the full system (3-meter resolution with substantial 

operational capability)
• Key reasons for high reliability and high availability

– Very few single point failures due to modular design
– Continuous ground monitoring from initial deployment to graveyard orbit at end-of-life
– Multiple mechanisms to monitor state of health
– High level of on-orbit redundancy plus low-cost rapid replacement of any elements 
– Cost model includes cost of 2 launch failures in initial deployment

• GSFC Reliability Group calculates SST availability >99.5% for 15 years vs. 
typical single spacecraft availability of 95% to 97% for 5 years

Risk Mitigation Plan
System Reliability and Availability  

Due to the modular and maintainable design, continuous monitoring, and the Risk 
Mitigation Plan, SST, when launched, will have lower risk, fewer catastrophic failure 

modes, and higher projected availability than any current large space system.   
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SST TEAM SST Proposed Schedule Includes
Extensive Risk Mitigation, GEO Demo in 5.5 yrs
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SST TEAM

Advantages and 
Disadvantages of the SST 

Approach
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SST TEAM

• The major advantage of using the “SST for Surveillance” approach for a large 
aperture science mission is major reduction in both cost and risk

– Most of non-recurring development cost is covered by the surveillance mission
• Typically the largest cost element for a one-of-a-kind telescope

– The recurring cost will be reduced as well
• All of the major units can be simply the next ones off of a small assembly line

– The risk of a new design will be essentially eliminated by seeing it perform on orbit
• The modular nature of SST makes this approach particularly workable

– An SST for Science could use most of the same components, but assembled into a very 
different space telescope

• Could use either a traditional on-axis design or an off-axis one like the SST for 
Surveillance

• Most likely will be at a Lagrange Point, rather than in GEO
• Likely to have a larger fill factor and possibly a larger aperture

• The key issue is to do enough systems engineering in advance to ensure that 
the component technology can work well for both missions

• We have examined the pros and cons of the SST approach relative to the competing 
approaches of a deployed system or one that is assembled on orbit

System Trades  

All practical approaches to large aperture systems will have advantages and 
disadvantages and we will summarize both for the “structureless” approach.  
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SST TEAM
• SST is inherently modular

– Easily replaced units mean that it can be quickly and economically expanded, upgraded, or 
repaired on orbit by replacing modules 

• Vibration and thermal expansion of ancillary components  are not an issue
– Comes about because the optical elements are not physically connected to each other or to 

the spacecraft bus elements
– Major problem area for Hubble and JWST -- i.e., the Hubble solar array’s thermal “twang”

• Because they are not connected to the optical elements, the control, vibration, 
thermal, and mechanical requirements on the various detached bus elements 
are very modest and well within the current state of the art

• SST is relatively insensitive to mass or mass growth
– For traditional systems, mass growth beyond the launch vehicle capability means trimming 

mass somewhere else, which can dramatically increase cost and risk  
– For SST, increasing the mass at most means just adding another small launch  

• The added launch cost may be much less than that of reducing the spacecraft mass or 
volume

• There is no fundamental limit on how big the telescope can be
– A single telescope can start smaller and grow over time in aperture, collecting area, or both
– It can also allow payloads to be swapped out or new payloads added at any time

SST Advantages  

Because SST is inherently modular and the elements are replaceable, it behaves like a 
constellation in terms of maintainability, fault tolerance, or system  expansion/upgrade.   
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SST TEAM

• The SST GEO surveillance system has many fewer credible failure modes than 
most systems

– For example, all of the Primary Mirror Segments are actuated by lasers that can each 
service any or all of the segments, and the lasers themselves are multiply redundant and 
replaceable on orbit

– For the GEO implementation, there is no credible communications or power failure that 
would destroy the system and that could not be repaired at modest cost by on-orbit 
replacement   

– While many of these features would likely apply to a Science SST, further assessment is 
required once a preliminary orbit and system design has been selected

• No precision deployment or on-orbit assembly is required  
– For traditional large systems, this is typically a major driver of both cost and risk, requiring 

extensive (and, therefore, expensive) effort in non-recurring development and design, 
manufacturing, test, and on-orbit operations 

• If any element of the process is unsuccessful, the system may well fail entirely 

• The Primary Mirror is protected by a large, but remote (i.e., free flying) Sun 
Shade so that it is inherently very dark

• The Primary Mirror is exceptionally controllable
– The lasers provide over 5 orders of magnitude of continuously variable forces and torques 

in all 3 axes in both directions and are multiply redundant in all of the controllers

SST Advantages – 2  

SST does not require precision deployment or on-orbit assembly and has far fewer 
credible failure modes than most systems.  This reduces both cost and risk.
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SST TEAM

• The underlying technology is based on existing hardware, extensions of 
existing hardware, or elements currently being developed for other programs

– An 18-month, $30M Risk Mitigation Program can bring the TRL for all of the SST elements 
to a higher level and largely validate both the technology and the cost models

• The only elements that would not be tested in the lab or in low-cost LEO demos 
would be the large-scale physical optics (does a 30-meter telescope follow the same 
physics as a smaller one?) and the astrodynamics (do we really understand all of the 
forces and torques on an object in orbit?)

– Realistic uncertainties in the disturbance forces and torques can be overcome by the robust 
control and large margins

• There is the potential for cost-sharing with the Earth-viewing system, such 
that the non-recurring development cost and recurring manufacturing costs 
for the Science SST could be greatly reduced

SST Advantages – 3  

The non-recurring development cost of SST for Science can be greatly reduced.   
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SST TEAM
• SST is a very non-traditional approach in a dramatically risk-averse community

– Requires more review, assessment, and buy-in than more traditional designs
• May be possible for parts to get lost or drift away

– Substantial safeguards exist against these, but they must be evaluated with care
• Alternatives are most likely lighter weight, and most cost models are weight-based 

– We believe the modular SST approach will likely have a substantially lower total cost for a 
large aperture

• Because of the large number of free-flying modules, there are more spacecraft bus 
components in the SST approach

• Because of the large number of independent modules, there is a relatively high 
“overhead” associated with SST

– SST would likely not be cost competitive for a small system
• SST needs to be away from large disturbance forces and torques

– SST wouldn’t work in low Earth orbit and must be at about half-GEO or higher
• SST is likely to be slower than a structured approach in jumping from target to target

– May be the case for any 30-meter telescope and is generally less of a problem for an 
astronomical telescope

• The preferred mirror orientation is determined by the orbital dynamics  
– This may be overcome in a low disturbance environment such as a Lagrange Point  

SST Disadvantages Relative to Major Alternatives  

The biggest disadvantage (and, possibly, the biggest advantage) to SST is that is “different”
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SST TEAM

Conclusions
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SST TEAM The Checkerboard Analogy

• We can think of precision deployment as, in some ways, analogous to having 
to put 100 checkers at very precise locations on a very large checkerboard

• The traditional solution is to mount them all on a very-light-weight rubber mat which 
is folded very carefully so it can be unfolded to reproduce the precise positioning

– If the rubber ever tears, hangs up, or wrinkles at any point in the process, the entire system 
is non-functional

• The SST-like solution is to carry the checkers in a bag and dump them on the table 
with a stick that we can use to precisely push them around

– If one checker gets broken, we simply throw it away with only negligible consequences

– In any case, we carry a few extra checkers in the bag

– If needed, we have more identical checkers in the drawer and can add them as needed

SST is far more failure-resistant, more buildable, and more easily repaired than a more
“traditional” 30-meter diameter telescope, much like a set of distributed small 
warehouses is more resistant to being destroyed by fire than a single large one.
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SST TEAM The Principal Benefits of an 
Industry/Government Team Approach 

• SST replaces the traditional prime/subcontractor/government oversight approach with 
a team created specifically to build this system and including the government as a 
team member, in addition to the usual oversight role

• The SST Team approach allows us to reach across the American space community to 
draw on the best organizations for each task, such as

– Mission Engineering from Microcosm – Ultra-lightweight mirrors from ITT
– Space lasers from Raytheon – Optical design and metrology  from Goodrich
– Ultralight structures from L’Garde – Charge mitigation from Aerophysics
– Systems Engineering and risk mitigation from Goddard with support from all of NASA

• For less than $3M in 4 contracts (NIAC + Phase I, II, and III) over 5 years, we have
– Created a preliminary design for all of the elements of an entirely unique space system

– Addressed all of the fundamental technical concerns identified to date

– Shown real subscale hardware and begun the process of testing key hardware and software 
elements

– Created a development/risk mitigation plan that calls for prototype software and subscale 
hardware for essentially all elements at very low cost in Phase IV

Our process of building SST replaces a single, large prime contractor with a team 
drawn from the whole space community and with NASA Goddard being a key team

member for risk evaluation and mitigation.
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SST TEAM Conclusions (1) 

• Ultimately, system selection for any project should be based on estimated 
performance, cost, risk, and schedule

• For SST

– Diffraction limited performance estimate over 2 arc min square FOV is based on a 
ZEMAX optical model, NASTRAN models of all of the optical hardware, and control 
simulations of orbit and attitude performance (since control replaces structure) 

– Cost estimates based on 4 quasi-independent cost models—2 by GSFC, 2 by 
Microcosm

– Surveillance SST is a  relatively near-term system that can be fielded in less than 
10 years with limited subscale testing of all major hardware and software elements 
within 18 months

– Surveillance SST uses a robust design that is fault tolerant, failure resistant, maintainable 
at low cost, and expandable

• Major risk mitigation program run by NASA GSFC
• GSFC calculates better than 99.5% on-orbit availability

SST for Science uses the development of the Surveillance SST to make 
a dramatic change in space science in the near term, at low cost.
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SST TEAM Conclusions (2) 

• SST is a novel approach that changes both what we build in space and how we 
build it, yet with a focus on near-term hardware and software and robust risk 
mitigation

• The ability of the system to evolve over time has two key features for Science

– In response to a constrained budget, the system can start with a smaller instrument 
that still creates new capabilities and expand to a larger one at a later time

– The instruments can  be changed based on the results of initial observations

• The “Structureless” Approach Drives Down Cost and Risk
• Because it exploits both existing technology and mission design done for other 

applications, SST lets us provide a “Game-Changing” capability to the Science 
Community in the near term at low cost

The key to making SST for Science happen is sufficient up-front 
systems engineering to understand how to make the technology

meet the needs of both the military and Science communities.


